ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL GWALIOR

Dear Parents,
The school has not planned Summer Vacation for the academic session 2020-21. The objective is to cover a larger
portion of curriculum with pace that will suit to virtual classroom model. Further, these additional online classes will
leverage the total number of working days in the current session for better academic delivery, without any compromise
with the quality of teaching and learning. We are also planning to conduct our first formal assessment/evaluation
through Google form format sometime in June last week. Exact date and timings for the same will be notified later in
the month.
Further, our teachers are evolving to understand the technology-enabled tools of assessment and evaluation at the
moment and therefore, during the online tests, your supervision at home will help us organize these tests with
objectivity, transparency and fairness. We will also try to improve the quality of online question papers in coming days,
making it ‘cheat-proof’ to some extent. You are requested to ensure that your ward(s) follows all these classes, online
assessment and evaluation with our teachers on regular basis. You are also required to ensure that your ward(s) attends
all online classes regularly and takes all online tests/exams, or else the school will take proper administrative action
against the absentees.
The school is also planning to increase time of online classes and its number next month. However, it will be done only
after a required number of teacher recruitment in school so that we could ensure only 40-50 students in each virtual
class.
With kind regards,

Class Teachers
(Mrs. Asa.k, Mrs. Neelima Tomar Mrs. Rashmi Saraswat, Mrs. Rinu Sikarwar)
Status Report: The syllabus as proposed for the month of May has been completed.
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Academic planner
(Sections: Pine, Olive, Palm, Gulmohar, Oak, Redwood )

ENGLISH
English Reader

(Wordsworth)

Chapter-4

Why Do Bees Buzz

HINDI
खुऱते पंख

पाठ - 5

June- 2020

कविता -

मन करता हैं

हहंदी व्याकरण

लऱंग- पेज़ -२6 (8 से 15)

िचन

पेज़ -30 (8 से 15))

MATHS
Chapter - 4

Subtraction

Chapter -5

Food we eat

Atlas
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Chapter- 3

Inside the System Unit

EVS

ICT

THEME: Health and Wellness
DEED: Yoga and Physical Fitness

